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Beach Morphology
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Why do we care of beach morphology?



Changes associated with the seasonal cycle
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Beach shapes respond to STORMY weather
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Backwash Wash  à  Beach grows!<



1) Grain size. Larger grain à more Percolation of 
water into sand/pebbles à greatly reduces the 
backwash.
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What factor determine the beach profile?

Backwash Wash  à  Beach grows!<

2) Steepness of the waves …



Wave Steepness
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steep beach

steep waves
gently slopping beach

Beach slope, wave steepness and grain size
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Effect of steepness on approaching waves
(more steep!)



Wave height

Water depth
at breaking point

Given a Beach Slope the following is true:
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A wave of height H will break in 
shallower waters over a gently 
shelving beach

H=constant, water depth (d) decreases



Other type of waves and transport dynamics 
relevant to beaches

Edge Waves



Waves are not always approaching parallel to the shore
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Waves are not always approaching parallel to the shore

surf zone



Formation of spits 
by alongshore drift

England coast



2)

Origin of Barrier Islands
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Rip Current





Rip currents can generate from longshore currents





Human intervention à local sediment budget



Sediment/Sand  Budget



Coastal engineering structures

Groin Jetties

Breakwater Seawall



à The combined action of waves and 
current shape the transport of sediments, 
the shape of the beaches and littoral 
regions.

àThe sand budget is not necessarily in 
balance

àHumans can greatly affect this budget

Summary
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Schematic of a typical Estuary
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High Tide



Intertidal Zonation



Aggregation of Sediments in Estuaries
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Coriolis Effect on Estuarine Circulation



River Influences on Shelf Ecosystems

Processes affecting plume productivity
 
★ Tidally-driven mixing in the estuary 

★ Large bore-like internal waves at the plume 
front

★ Wind-driven mixing can act across the 
whole area of the plume.

Columbia River Plume

PLAN VIEW



River Influences on Shelf Ecosystems

Columbia River Plume

VERTICAL SECTION

Processes affecting plume productivity
 
★ Tidally-driven mixing in the estuary 

★ Large bore-like internal waves at the plume 
front

★ Wind-driven mixing can act across the 
whole area of the plume.



This satellite image shows the influence of the Columbia River, which forces fresh 
water into the Pacific Ocean on the outgoing tide. The interface between the 
fresher, surface waters originating from the Columbia and saltier, deeper waters, 
forms a system that creates large-amplitude waves. 

Columbia 
River Plume



The biology at Estuaries

Phytoplankton,  Zooplankton,  Benthos
Sessile filters

Rich in Nutrients!





Lagoons near Faro
Portugal





Salt Marshes
Grass & Plant colonies
(high to mid latitudes)



Salt Marshes
Mangrove swamps
(low latitudes)



Mississippi River Delta

They develop when the rate of sediment supply > rate of removal

Deltas



DELTAs rate of sediment supply > rate of removal



DELTAs

Wave dominated

Tide dominated


